A practical approach to docking of zinc metalloproteinase inhibitors.
Forty zinc-dependent metalloproteinase/ligand complexes with known crystal structures were re-docked using five docking/scoring approaches (DOCK, FlexX, DrugScore, GOLD, and AutoDock). Correct geometry of the coordination bonds between the ligand's zinc binding group (ZBG) and the catalytic zinc is important for docking accuracy and scoring reliability. More than 75% of docked poses with RMSD less than 2A were found to have appropriate ZBG binding, but for poor ZBG binding, about 95% of poses failed to dock correctly. Elimination of poses with inappropriate zinc binding resulted in better binding energy predictions that were further improved by dividing the ligands into subsets according to the ZBG (carboxylates, hydroxamates, and phosphorus containing groups). After a subset re-scoring using the regression functions obtained for individual subsets, DrugScore was able to explain 77% and the consensus scoring scheme X-CSCORE even 88% of variance in binding energies. The approach combining ZBG-based pose selection and subset re-scoring improved the hit rate in virtual screening for metalloproteinase inhibitors for all tested methods by 4-16%.